Wisdom & Idioms

story and pictures by Cory Godbey
How about, you going back in time so you're not late?

Well, what would you like to see?

Bill in a lemon? The four burglars?

I could...

But the consequences might destroy the world!

Hmm.

Okay, my dear. How about this-

-A bit of trash,

-Now.

This is something I've never shown anyone before.
I TOLD YOU! MAKE SURE YOUR OPPONENT’S DEFENSES ARE DOWN AND YOUR CARD HAS ENOUGH ATTACK POINTS TO WIN.

AW MAN! WHY DIDN’T MY ATTACK WORK?

UUUUGH.
I HATE THIS GAME!

LET’S PLAY AGAIN!

NO!
MARGARET!

I'm feeling kind of run down so I'm going to need that ultimate drink you make!

Your 22-Megaton Super Shot Supreme Special? On it!

What is that?

Just watch.
I DON'T KNOW...

I GUESS I HAVE MIXED FEELINGS ABOUT IT...

I DON'T KNOW IF IT'S TERRIBLE OR AWFUL!

ALL YOUR STORIES ARE SHALLOW...

THE TROUBLE WITH YOU IS THAT YOU'VE NEVER REALLY SUFFERED!

THAT'S RIDICULOUS! OF COURSE, I'VE SUFFERED!

I REMEMBER ONCE WHEN I WAS A PUPPY, SOMEONE STEPPED ON MY TAIL!
DO YOU THINK YOUR CAT'S FASTER THAN SWIFTY? IF SO, SEND US A VIDEO THAT PROVES YOUR CAT IS FAST AND WE'LL SET UP A CHALLENGE RACE!

IF YOUR CAT WINS, HE OR SHE WILL WIN TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS AND THE TITLE OF "FASTEST CAT IN THE WORLD"!

I THOUGHT YOU'D LIKE TO SEE THIS, JON...

I'M INTERESTED! AND I'M THINKING HOW GARFIELD COULD WIN THAT CHALLENGE!

“GARFIELD”? YOU'RE KIDDING!

GARFIELD'S THE LAZIEST FOR-BEARING CREATURE ON THIS PLANET!

NOT ALL THE TIME!

WE'LL NEED A VIDEO THAT WILL SHOW HOW FAST HE CAN BE!

GARFIELD? FAST?

HERE'S MY VIDEO CAMERA! YOU'LL HAVE TO SHOOT IT! JUST POINT IT AT GARFIELD AND PUSH THE RED BUTTON!

I'LL DO IT... BUT I DON'T UNDERSTAND!

YOU WILL!

JUST POINT IT AT GARFIELD, START SHOOTING AND I'LL DO THE REST!"
Woohoo! We get to go to the RACCOON RODEO today!!

RACCOON RODEO!

What even is that?

RACCOON RODEO!

All right, everybody, listen up!

Due to--um--an incident, Rosie is gone for the day and she left ME in charge. So to make sure you all stay safe, we'll be staying in the camp until she gets back.

But--Raccoon Rodeo!

No!

I'm afraid that's been canceled. Today's new activity will be....
MUNCHKIN
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Hey! Lard-butt's! Outta the way! Comin' through!

Move it, meat puppets! Very important counter on the move! Frightening furniture with places to go! Demonic furnishing with people to see!

Yeerrrrrrrrgh!
SPLINTER!
SMASH!

Break! Cleave! Wrend!
CARVE!
HACK! SAW!

Puff puff pant's!

I hate wandering monster tables...

Twitch twitch twitch.
WHAT SHOULD I CALL YOU? BRAHMA? BUCKETS?

WOAH!

Too close!

PSHOOOM

FOOM

BUCKETS!

RUN!

No... I don't think BUCKETS is right...

NUP

SKEAAAARKOOM